TECT All Terrain Park Scavenger
Hunt September 2018 Edition!
This hunt starts at ends at the Mountain
Bike Hub carpark.
During the hunt, you will explore the Lost
Tank Track, the Dog Exercise Area and
have the option of adding on the Kereru
Track.
See the last page of this document for a
full map of the park if you’d like to see
directions from the main entrance.

Once you’ve parked your car, you need
to make your way to the entrance of
the Lost Tank trail. It starts to the left
of where you entered the carpark.
What colour is the sign at the start of
the track?

As you wander the trail, keep your eye out for two signposts on your right - they’re green and may not have
visible signs nailed to them. Follow the second post and head slightly right into the bush for a bit! See how
many different colours you can spot as you walk and write them below. Be careful not to trip on tree roots!

You’ve found the Lost Tank! What else can be found at this spot?

Take a picture of your scavenger hunt crew at the spot shown in the
picture on the right. We’d love you to send it in for us to see!

As you make your way back to the carpark, listen. There are many sounds to hear when you’re exploring in
nature – see if you can hear five different things. Tell us what they are in the box below.

It’s nearly time to check out the Dog Exercise Area, but before you do, make your way to the building in the
carpark and find the ‘Off-Leash Dog Exercise Area’ sign. How old does a puppy need to be before he or she
can play in the exercise area?

Follow the path to the right of the carpark – you’ll see a ‘Dog Exercise Area’ sign. Keep walking until the dog
exercise area appears on your left. Can you spot any mushrooms on the metal gates? How many?

Inside the exercise area is an obstacle course just for dogs! Can you find the 8 poles all in a row? What do
you think the dogs do at this obstacle?

Once you’re done exploring the exercise area, turn left as you exit. Follow the path until you come to the
point where there are logs on the road. There should be a sign to your left and a sign to your right. Check
them out and find out the answers below:
LEFT
What is this trail called?

RIGHT
What is this trail called?

What two activities are allowed on this trail?

What two activities are allowed on this trail?

If you want to explore further, continue down the Kereru Track; this 2km walk ends back at the
carpark. If you’re done, make your way back up the path past the Dog Exercise Area.
NOTE: Please apply safe practices; be aware of yourself and others while completing this course. Please ensure you
are wearing clothing and footwear appropriate to weather conditions and uneven terrain. There is no need to enter
any water or veer from the main trails to complete this challenge, and persons undertake this challenge at their own
risk. Sport Bay of Plenty will not be liable should an injury, loss or damage occur while undertaking this course.

Dog owner? Bike owner? Bring them along to do this course!

All dogs on leads are welcome, and your dog can play unleashed in the Dog Exercise Area.
If you have a mountain bike, why not try out a few of the trails while you’re at the park, too!

